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Introduction: 

Finding the right candidates in the highly competitive insurance labour market of South Africa can be a daunting 

task. Companies often struggle to match their specific needs with potential candidates. However, partnering with 

Antal International, a well-connected recruiter, provides a strategic advantage. Our recruiters maintain constant 

contact with clients, possess an extensive network of pre-screened candidates, and understand clients' 

requirements. This article explores how working with Antal International can deliver the best service, akin to a 

master chess player making perfect moves. 

1. Constant Contact and Swift Reaction to Openings: 

Antal International stays in close communication with clients, ensuring they are updated on new job openings. This 

enables us to swiftly react to vacancies by tapping into our large pool of pre-screened candidates. We present a 

shortlist of suitable candidates, expediting the hiring process and saving time and effort for our clients. 

2. Expertise in Career Moves: 

Our recruiters act as career partners, helping candidates navigate job opportunities. This perspective allows us to 

align a candidate's motivations with our clients' needs. By leveraging this understanding, our expert recruiters 

guide candidates towards suitable positions, assisting our clients in filling empty roles. This expertise increases the 

chances of successful placements. 

3. Tailored Matches Based on Client Needs: 

Antal International recruiters don't rely solely on job descriptions. We take the time to understand our clients' 

specific requirements and company culture. By actively listening and engaging with outgoing candidates, we gain 

valuable insights into any shortfalls or unique benefits of the company. With this information, we pinpoint 

candidates who possess the necessary skills and cultural fit, resulting in highly tailored matches. 

4. Extensive Network of Pre-Screened Candidates: 

Our recruiters have built extensive networks with professionals across various roles and experience levels. This 

allows us to tap into a diverse talent pool of pre-screened candidates. By leveraging these connections, we quickly 

identify individuals with the right skill sets and experience, streamlining the recruitment process and presenting 

clients with high-calibre candidates. 

Conclusion: 

In the competitive insurance labour market of South Africa, securing the best talent is crucial.  

Partnering with a well-connected recruiter like Antal International provides a strategic advantage. We offer 

constant contact and swift reactions to openings, expertise in guiding career moves, tailored matches based on 

client needs, and access to an extensive network of pre-screened candidates. Our recruiters, akin to a master chess 

players, possess the knowledge and resources to make perfect placements, benefiting both clients and candidates. 

By choosing to work with Antal International, businesses can ensure they receive the best service possible in 

acquiring top talent. 

Contact us directly if you need assistance with any of your local or international  
recruitment campaigns.   
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